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FOREWORD

Federal, State, and local education agencies have indicated the importance ofevaluating vocational education programs for special populations. Comprehensive evaluationsystems are needed to assess and ensure the effectiveness of efforts to provide qualityvocational education to special populations. Underttanding general characteristics ofeffective vocational education programs_provideS a framework for developing guidelinet thatwill assist the education agencies in program imprOvennent and planning efforts.

This report, Guidelines for Evaluating Secon-darv-Vocational Education Programs-farSpecial Populations, is one of two reports developed by the National Center staff engagedin studying the evaluation of secondary vocational education programs for specialpopulations. The first report,
Programs for Special-Poo-Illations, provides information on community, school,_and programvariables contributing to effective vocational education programs for special populations.

The National Center WiShes to express its appreciation to the consultants and to thestaff members who worked on the study. Consultants for the Study were Dr. Edgar I. Farmer,North Carolina State Univertity; Dr. Seymour Lesh, National Child Labor Committee; Dr.James P. Lewis, Pennsylvania Department of Education; and Dr. L. Allen Phelps; Universityof Illinois.

This project was conducted in the Evaluation and Policy DiViSion, the National_Centerfor Research in Vocational Education, under Dr, N. L. McCaslin, ASsociate Director, Theproject was initiated and conducted under the direction of Dr. Stephen J. Franchak; SeniorResearch Specialist. The writing of this report _was completed under the direction of Dr.Floyd L. McKinney; Senior Research Specialist._ The project Staff members were Dr. ValijaM. Axelrod, Research Specialist; Marie A. Parks; Program MsistAnt; and Robert A.Mahlman, Paul V; Unger, and Michael Smith; Graduate Research Associates. Final editorlalreview of this report was under the direction of Judy Balogh of the National Center'sEditorial Services area.

The primary target audienceS for this report are vocational education evaluators andnational, state, and local education personnel concerned with program evaluation as a wayto improve secondary vocational programs for special populations.

This project was funded by the Office of Vocational and Adult Education U. S.Department of Education.

Ray D. Ryan
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Although vocational educators have addressed the need for special populations to havefull access to quality vocational programS, feW resources exist concerning the overallproceSs essential for evaluating vocational programs for special populations. ThiS reportpreSents overall guidelines for evaluating secondary vocational education programS forSpecial populations. The following recommendations for improving the evaluation processwere identified based on a review of evaluation literature, input from experiencedevaluators, and the characteristics of effective Secondary vocational education programsfor special populations.

EVALUATION GUIDELINES

Stakeholder Involvement

- - The role of stakeholders in program evaluations should be expanded. The evaluationshould involve individuals in the program to be evaluated and those affected by theevaluation. Evaluations should be conducted in ways that encourage follow=throughby stakeholders.

Context Analysis

- - Because the combination of contextual factors surrounding the program influencesits functioning, the context in which the program exists should be examined insufficient detail to ensure that the evaluation is responsive.

Problem Delineation

-- Problems to he considered in program evaluation efforts should be identified anddeveloped by deople who are involved in and affected by the program.

Multiple Goals

-- Evaluation should consider all goals of the program not just those goals that arerequired to be evaluated by federal mandates

Evaluation Focus

- - The evaluation should consider as many areas of the program as are practical andrecognized as being of imoortapre,
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Process and Product Evaluations

-- Process evaluations of vocational education programs for special populations shouldbe related to program outcomes.

Multiple Methods

-- The evaluation methodologies should be selected to be congruent with the evaluation
objectives. A blending of q,lantitative and qualitative methodologies may beappropriate. The evaluation should recognize that different methods areappropriate for different situations.

Evaluation Utilization

-- Program evaluations should be conducted and reported to ensure that the diverseinformation needs of specified audiences are met.

Continuous Evaluation

== Evahiation should be a continuous process which entails problem identification andproblem resolution phases.

Managing the Evaluation

==- The responsibility for evaluation and improvement of vocational education programsfor special populations should be placed under local management.
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INTRODUCTION

Vocational education opportunities in secondary schools are provided to special
populations for a variety of reasons. First, these individuals have the same neeas as
anyone else to develop skills necessary to enter the labor force and to become contributing
members of society; Second, it is far more cost-effective to educate these students thanto provide public support on an ongoing basis. Third, equal educational rights include
access to vocational education programS. Fourth, federal legislation mandates the
continuing emphasis on providing quality vocational education for special populationS,
Federal interest to serve special populations is strong. But, answers to the question "Howwell and to what extent are special populations being served?" are hampered by a lack ofcreditille information;

The lack of vocational education program evaluation information for special
populations deters efforts toward program improvement. If meaningful secondary Vocationaleducation progrims are to be provided for special populations, we need to know what thecharacteristics of effective programs are and to develop evaluation guidelines that willassist educators to improve program efforts.

To help meet these objectives, the National Center for Research in VocationalEducation conducted a study to determine the characteristics of effective secondary
vocational education Programs for special populations. Within an organizing framework
selected for the study; three major approaches were used to collect a comprehensive set ofdata. The apprOaches were a review of the literature, on-site visits to local schools, anda mail survey of state coordinators of secondary vocational education programs for specialpopulations. The organizing framework and the research methodology are detailed in thecompanion report Characteristics of EffectiveSeeandarv Vocational Education Programt-forSnecial-Pariulations; That report is thematically organized around the following areas:

o Elements of Ouality

- General Context

=.= School setting

-- Classroom setting, including facilitieS and equipment

=.= Personnel characteristics

== Student characteristics

== Financial

- Educational Experience

Preassessment



Individualized education programs

Curriculum

Instruction

Support services

o A.S.,w_ginLfibiadka

= Program Evaluation

= Student Evaluation

Each area in the companion report addresses key characteriStic§ eSsential to effective
secondary vocational eciucation programs for special populations==characteristics that are
indicative of quality programs. The characteristics of effective Secondary vocational
education programs for special populations are provided in appendix A. Of particular
relevance to the Second phase of the study; were the findings related to program
evaluation. Effectiveness criteria suggested in the characteriStioS Study are as follows:

A large variety of people who are involved in the program are also involved in the
evaluation of the program.

o A variety of input, process, and outcome variables are considered during the
evaluation.

o Evaluation reports have multiple uses including program planning, improvement,
accountability, and legal compliance.

o Employers and parents are involved in the evaluation of the program.

These four effectiveness criteria led to the identification of major areas within
which guidelines for conducting program evaluations would be developed. The areas werestakeholder involvement, multiple goals; evaluation focus, and evaluation utilization.
Although these area§ were covered specifically under program evaluation, the char-
acteristics study contained valuable information for helping direct evaluation efforts yetfurther. Six additional areas that emerged from an in-depth analySiS of the char-
acteristics study and a review of evaluation literature were context andlySis, problemdelineation, process and product evaluations; multiple methods, continuous evaluation, andmanaging the evaluation.

The guide is intended to serve as a resource for evaluating secondary vocational
eciucation programs for special populations,. The purpose is not to write another textbook--with definitions of concepts, discussions of underlying theories, critiqueS of evaluationmodels; and referenceS to the literature--or another "how-to" book with lengthy step-by-step procedures designed to take the totally uninitiated reader through the evaluationprocess; Rather, this publication presents guideline recommendations inte;i:Ied for use andadaptation by individuals involved in pc:icy making; planning, and evaluation of vocationaleducation programs for special populations. For example, as administrator§ in localeducation agencies continue in their quest for educational excellence, this guide will

2
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provide a logical framework for planning and conducting evaluations of vocational educationprograms for special populations.

The ultimate beneficiaries of this guide are the individuals who, as defined by theDepartment of Education, fit into at least one of the following categories:

Disadvantaged-;individuals (other than handicapped individuals) who have economic
or academic disadvantages and who_require special services and assistance in orderto enable them to succeed in vocational education programs. This term includesindividuals who are members of economically disadvantaged families, migrants,individuals who have limited_English proficiency and individuals who are dropoutsfrom, or potential dropouts from, secondary schools.

Handicapped==individuals who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speechimpaired, deaf-blind, or multihandicapped, or persons with specific learning
disabilities who by reason thereof require special education and related services,and who, because of their handicapping condition, cannot succeed in the regularvocational education program without special education assistance.

Limited English-uvroficientindividuals who were not born in the United States orwhose native language is a language other than English; who came from environmentswhere a language other than English is dominant; or who are American Indian andAlaskan Native students and who come from environments Where a language other thanEnglish has had a significant impact on their level of English language profi-
ciency; and who by reason thereof, have sufficient difficulty speaking, reading,writing, or understanding the English language to deny these individuals the oppor-tunity to learn successfully in classrooms where the language of instruction isEnglish or to participate fuPy in our society.

Single Parentan individual who is unmarried or legally separated from a spouse;and has a minor child or children for which the parent has either custody Or jointcustody.

In addition to the four population groups named above, there is recognized also a needto overcome sex bias and sex stereotyping in our nation's vocational education programs.These definitions follow:

o Sex bias--behaviors resulting from the assumption that one sex is superior to theother.

o Sex stereotvping--attributing behaviors, abilities, interests, values, and roles toa person or group of persons on the basis of their sex.

This publication, Guideline-s-for-Evaluating.Secondarv Vocational-Edttgation ProgramsPopulations, offers 10 major policy recommendations for improving theevaluation of secondary vocational education programs for special populations and,ultimately the programs themselves. Very few of the guidelines are c-.1.1catly beingfollowed nationwide. In fact, staff efforts to obtain direct inr-ut from the field were notas successful as had been hoped. Program evaluations as cutrently conducted are notdirected generally at program improvement, in part, because federal, state, and localagencies are charip:d with so many program accountability responsibilities.
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The evaluation guidelines are based on a review of evaluation literature, recommenda-tions from experienced program evaluators who have a strong and continued interest inprogram improvement_for special populations, and on findings stemming from the researchconducted to carry out this study. The companion document to this report can serve aparticularly useful purpose in identifying content considerations for the program evalua-tion. This guide, on the other hand, focuses on the processes involved in conducting theevaluation itself. In the following sections, each of the 10 policy areas is introduced bya brief overview. A policy recommendation is then made along with a brief rationale andpotential benefits.

4
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EVALUATION GUIDELINES

1. STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

Too often, evaluation is viewed as a necessary evil mandated by federal legislationand conducted by an expert consultant or external team. And, the evaluation is expected tobe accomplished with minimum disruption to the ongoing activities of the program. However,to produce the desired result of program improvement, evaluation efforts must involve themany parties that have a stake in vocational education programs for special populations.

Stakeholders include individuals who will tnAke decisions based upon evaluation
findings, persons involved in program planning and implementation, persons sponsoring theevaluation, persons who may be affected by the evaluation, program advocates, and thetarget group. In other words, stakeholders are students, teachers, administrators,
counselOrS, parents, and employers; among others. Of particular importance to vocationaieducation prOgrams for special populations is involvement on the part of parents;employers, and students. Because parents have so much at stake and sometimes hold negativeattitudes toward the program, it is_ essential that they be given the opportunity tocontribute to program improvement through their inputs to the evaluation process;Employers, as the source of employment; hold one of the keys to graduates' success:Special population students, of course;_have the greatest Stake in the results of theevaluation and could offer valuable input;

Stakeholders' viewpoints are as diverse as their expectations of the program. Forexample, administrators expect cost-effectiveness, employers expect trained workers, andstudents expect adequate preparation for future life roles.

If vocational education programs targeted for special populations are to further thenational commitment to equal educational opportunity, consistent input from programstakeholders must be a major priority in the evaluation process. The inadequate con-sideration of the needs and opinions of the groups intended to benefit from programsaffects not only the kinds of questions asked about programs, but also results in insuf-ficient information that prevents these groups from knoWing how to make the programsmore effective.

Stakeholder involvement throughout the evaluation process is crucial. Initially,stakeholders can be instrumental in identifying goals and major problem areas._ They willbe valuable sources of assessment data during the evaluation itself, And, stakeholders canhelp interpret evaluation findings, can make suggestions for modifying programs, and cantake an active role in bringing about the desired changes.

The role of stakeholder-S-i-ri-nrogi-am eyaluations should be=e-i(--nanA. The evaluationshould involve inclividualS-in-the-brogram to be evaluated and thest-affo.eted bY theevaluation. Evaluations Should-be-conducted in ways that enconrage-fattow-through bYstakeholders.

5
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STAKEHOLDER INVOVEMENT

Stakeholder involvement in the total evaluation process will facilitate program
improvement efforts. Program improvement generally implies change, and change of anytype is typically met with resistance. As a result of active involvement, stakeholders
will develop support for the program and commitment to making the change.

Stakeholder inVolvement ensures that the right problems for a particular setting areaddressed. External evaluators may fail to focus on the real problems and be less
responsive the needs and interests of specific audiences. Stakeholder involvement
further ensures that the data collection methods and the information generated would beviewed as valid.

The potential benefits of this recommendation include the following:

o Increased use of evaluation results

o Attention to problems that are of particular importance to the setting

o Furtherance of equal educational opportunity

o Commitment to program improvement and the changes needed to bring it about
o Sense of program ownership

o Greater collaboration among program constituents

Stakeholders who are involved in the evaluation process are more likely to believe andto use the results of the evaluation. For example, a learning disabilities teacher who hashelped to identify difficulties in maintaining classroom discipline as a problem is morelikely to accept and implement suggestions for dealing_with short attention spans, negativeself images, and demands for attention. In another example, a survey of state vocationaleducation special population coordinators revealed that there was a need to involve moreemployers in the evaluation of programs. Employers who are not hiring graduates of specialpopulation programs can develop a deeper understanding of the program and greater interestin the graduates when they are involved in program evaluations.

6
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2. CONTEXT ANALYSIS

Most__e valuations of secondary Vocational education programs for special populations do
not give adequate consideration to the educational and community settings. The programsetting is the environment wiatin which the program operates; Vocational education
programs for special populations are conducted in area vocational schools, magnet schools,
comprehensive high schools, and alternative schools; they are conducted in remote rural
areas, congested urban districts, and the suburbs; they are conducted in communities with
high unemployment rates and in communities characterized by high socioeconomic statuS; theyare conducted in newly appointed facilities or in buildings that long ago outlived their
usefulness;

Just as these physical environments vary, so do social environments vary. Student
demographics, school-community linkages, and the nature of staff are illustrative aspectsof the social context. For example, we must recognize that students participate in
vocational education programs to various degrees. Participation ranges from extensive
involvement in vocational education to incidental enrollment in a single course. Thisdiversity of vocational education experience is an important contextual factor to considerwhen we make decisions about the delivery of vocational education programs to specialpopulations.

Evaluations that do incorporate a context analysis component sometimes go overboardand expend all resources available on "getting a feel for the program." This results in afailure to identify needed program improvements and obtain measures of program quality. Anunderstanding of the contextual factors is important to determine what course of action maybe taken or what factors affect certain program outcomes.

Because the combination of contektuni-factors surrounding the brogramAnfluences itsfunctioning the context in_which the program-e-xists should be examined in sufficientdetail-to-ensure that the evaluation is reSDonsive.

The context in which the program operates cannot be ignored in effective programevaluations. Context analysis provides for developing a better understanding of majorfactors that influence the program. Such information is required to ensure that theinterpretation of evaluation findings is realistic and appropriate for the situation. Aclear description of the constraints within which the program is offered will help othersjudge its potential for success in other, similar contexts. Such information will
encourage broader application of successful vocational education practices.

It is important to note that context analysis is closely tied to stakeholderinvolvement. Stakeholders are in the best position to identify program constraints.Therefore, thiS is an area through which stakeholder involvement in the evaluation can bedeveloped.



CONTEXT ANALYSIS

The recommendation to examine the program's context has the following potential
benefits:

Incr .ased responsiveness

o Enhanced communications among administrators, teachers, evaluators,
students, and special interest groups

o Higher quality information for program planning

o Greater stakeholder involvement

o Improved adaptability of program components in similar settings

o Broader use of successful practices

Although context analysis is important to the evolution of all programs, it iS of
particular importance to studentS with special needs. For example, the lack of access to
the facility itself or to classrooms within a facility still represents a barrier to the
physically handicapped student. Many older school buildings have numerous staircaSeS and
no elevators. In this instance, the physical barrier is insurmountable for some
handicapped students. In other instances, the barriers may be more subtle. Work StAtions
that are too high for a Student confined to a wheelchair represents another type of
barrier. Evaluations that take into account these types of factors can identify th
barriers and propose viable SolutionS, in other words, be more responsive. Trying co be
more responsive will both contribute to and benefit from enhanced communications and
greater stakeholder involvement. The contextual analysis that focuses upon the needS of a
special population is bound to yield higher quality information; improved adaptability of
program components, and broader use of successful pracfices.

8
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3. PROBLEM DELINEATION

One of the major reasons for the lack of program improvement activity at the locallevel is the fact that local decision makers pay little attention to evaluation findings--
particularly those conducted to meet federally and state level=inspired requirements.Factors important to program decision making at the local level are not generally
considered in most mandated evaluation efforts.

Relying on major trends found in state-level evaluations may not be realistic in lightof the needs in a specific community. Because every school district must look at its owninformation needs, the problem identification process is tied closely to context analysis
and stakeholder involvement. Program stakeholders must play a role in identifying theproblems to be addressed by the evaluation, since they are the ones who will be making theprogram improvement decisions. This involvement will help overcome the lack of reliance onprogram evaluation findings.

Identifying problems to be addressed becomes an integral part of the evaluation. .process itself. As the various audiences interact and present their differing views, themore important problems begin to emerge. Problem identification can be facilitated byinput from the various audiences who may hold similar opinionS on some issues and widelydisparate or even conflicting views on others. As the groups discuss and debate theissues, they learn to compromise and reach consensus on the important problems. What ismore important, however, is that even without consensus, the evaluation can be responsiveto the needs of multiple audiences if they are involved in the process of problem
identification and clarification.

Problems to be considered-in proRram evaluation efforts-should-be-iden -Med ?nddeveloped bY people w-a-r involved in and affected by the-program.

Problem delineation by individuals involved in and affected by the program is ofparticular importance in ensuring the timeliness of the problems to be addressed. Trendsin such areas as demography, the labor market, societal expectations, and technology arelikely influences on each participant's perceptions of the vocational education program ata given point in time.

individuals involved in the problem delineation phase will develop a better under-standing of the program and what it is trying to achieve. They will also gain insight intothe expectations of other key groups. Involvement with different audiences will give allstakeholders a broader perspective of the program.

Potential benefits likely to accrue from the implementation of this recommendationinclude the following:

17
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PROBLEM DELINEATION

o A problem framework for guiding the evaluation effort

o Easier identification of problem sources and the barriers to overcoming them

o Greater objectivity in problem identification

o Increased utility of evaluation findings

b Common understanding of program

Whereas the evaluation process may be generically applied to many different
educational programs, the problem framework for Special pdpulation groups will be differentbecaUse of differences in the characteristics of the StUdentS. A program for the severelyhandicapped, for example, must deal with the handicapS of_the students in terms offacilitieS, equipmeut, teaching materials, schedules, and so forth. The delineation ofthese problems will make it easier to identify their cauSet and the difficulties in dealingwith them; for example, once behavioral problems are identified as a problem area for the
learning disabilities program, it will be_easier to discover the Sources of the problemsand the barriers to solutions. If the problems are identified by a full range of stake-
holders--by represuntatives of school; home, and community==they are likely to be moreobjectively stated and better balanced. Problems delineated in this way will be utilizedmore fully and the entire comxnunity will develop a deeper understanding of the program'sgoals and of the special populations it serves.

10
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4. MULTIPLE GOALS

Secondary vocational education for special populations has as one of its main goals toimpart entry-level job skills. However, vocational education is concerned also withproviding experiences that prepare youth for continued educational opportunities, as wellas for family, social, civic, and personal responsibilities.

Federal vocational education legislation has provided the impetus for using
standardized outcome measures to assess vocational education quality. In 1976, Congressintroduced standardization by requiring that all vocational education programs be evaluatedaccording to two major criteria: (1) the extent to which program participants find jobswithin their area of training and (2) the extent to which employers are satisfied withtheir training and preparation for employment. These criteria still drive the developmentof many vocational education programs in spite of the fact that the current legislationtakes a broader view. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 calls forevaluative measures such as "(i) the occupations to be trained for, which will reflect arealistic assessment of the labor market needs of the state; (ii) the levels of skills tobe achieved in particular occupations, which will reflect the hiring needs of employers;and (iii) the basic employment competencieS to be used in pei formance outcomes, which willreflect the hirng needs of employers." The underlying philosophy of the legislation isthat better information will_ yield better decisions and that the quality of vocationaleducation programs ultimately will be improved.

The effect of this emphasis is that program evaluations have often been conducted as amatter of compliance for federal reporting with little attention to, other aspects of pro-gram quality. In these instances, the program improvement needs for local vocationaleducation programs ha ve not been well served by these evaluations.

To provide information for program improvement, evaluations of vocational educationprograms must go beyond assessments and against the traditional criterion of preparationfor job placement. In searching for other indicators of program quality, we must considerindividual development, societal needs, and future change.

When dealing with special populations, we should be particularly well aware of thefact that vocational education programs must address the unique differences amongindividuals and among groups in order to educate them for future societal roles, includingwork. Describing and assessing the different approaches for special populations willincrease the likelihood that the program will be responsive to these differences.

Program evaluation must, therefore, be eased upon a recognition of the fact thatprograms have multiple goals--goals that are often conflicting. This recognition willfoster and promote local program improvement efforts by helping identify some differentapproaches that could be taken in addition to meeting federal reporting requirements.
Ev I r all oal if h amn that r- r-to be evaluated bY fede-tal -mandates.

11



MULTIPLE GOALS

Recognizing that secondary vocational education programs for special populations also
have multiple goals will do much to help present a clearer and more accurate picture of
vocational education programs for special populations and how they can be improved. It is
imperative to understand that there are two important uses of data from evaluation efforts:
reporting purposes and program improvement. Often, data collected for one purpose may
enhance data for the other and enrich the interpretation of both.

The recommendation to consider the program's multiple goals is applicable to all
vocational education programs; it is especially important for special population programs.
Numerous philosophies impinge upon the direttions taken in vocational education programsfor Special groups. As a result; both the number Of alternative approaches implemented andthe number of program goals are typically increased.

The potential benefits stemming from the recommendation include the following:

o High-quality information for local program improvement efforts

o Data that are of greater relevance to the local school setting

A stronger position for advocacy of vocational education

Recognition of important program quality factors

The information from an evaluation that stems from multiple goals locally derived
is likely to be of higher quality than that of an externally inspired evaluation. _It islikely to be more relevant locally, better understood, and more useful in program
improvement. The parents of special population students will be less resistant to
enrollment in vocational education programs when they recognize the multiple _goals of theprogram revealed in its evaluation. Further, these parents and other stakeholders are more
likely to be advocates of vocational education for special populations when they seeevaluation results which show that their children are being well served by the program.

12



EVALUATION FOCUS

Throughout the nation, hundreds of instructional strategies are_beingtried inclassrooms, schools, and districts--computer-assisted instruction, self-programmedlearning, competency-based instruction, team teaching, to name a few, In addition tothese, other more traditional practices are being implemented in secondary vocational
education programs.

To identify those developments most likely to further vocational education goals, isone major purpose that evaluation can serve. Problem delineation, as an early step indesigning an evaluation, may result in a long list of problem Areas that must be focused onto ensure manageability. A number of key factors are commonly recognized as being ofprimary importance in determining the effectiveness and efficiency of secondary vocationaleducation programs for special populations. Thus, the evaluation may consider thefollowing areas:

o Student referral

o Student placement

o Student progress

o Student outcomes

o School and classroom climate

o Staff behavior and satisfaction

o Organization of programs/services

o Resources

o Instructional practices

In more general terms, the evaluation should focus on four general aspects of theprogram: context characteristics, student characteristics, characteristics of programimplementation, and program outcomes.

Evaluations that fail to take into account these major aspects of the program havefindings that are difficult to interpret and limited in future utility. Evaluations thatfail to set manageable limits may never be compieted or may overwhelm those engaged in theevaluation effort or the audience with data.

Th n hi 1
IP el t" trArtui -It-cognized as being_ of importance.

Because decisions about exactly what to evaluate are situation-specific, it Isimportant to maintain the involvement of stakeholders in focusing the evaluation. This

13



EVALUATION FOCUS

will ensure that appropriate areas will be investigated, and that the general thrust of theevaluation will serve the needs of program constituents.

In addition, the stakeholders will be helpful in identifying sources of evaluationdata, recommending schedules for collecting data, and describing the decision=makingprocess to be served. In this way, ob jectives for the evaluation can be developed. Theseobjectives will guide the evaluation process and facilitate coordination of its variousparts.

The potential benefits of this recommendation include the following:
o Increased probability of ulcovering program effects

o Information that is credible

o Depth with sufficient breadth of information about the program
o Ability to compare programs on common factors

o Obtaining information when it is needed

An evaluation effort that focuses on the major aspects of the program is more likelyto uncover program effects; for example, it might uncover the negative aspects of socialinteractions that are taking place between special populations students, teachers, andpeers. An evaluation that failed to uncover this aspect would be less credible to any ofthose involved in the interaction. The information about these interactions would need tobe deep and broad enough to suggest ways to improve them for the benefit of the specialpopulations student. An evaluation focus that is clear will make comparison with otherprograms more feasible when similar concerns are addressed.
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6. PROCESS AND PRODUCT EVALUATIONS

Program evaluations in vocational education have emphasized summative and product
evaluations with little attention to the processes of educational practice. Summative orproduct evaluations are conducted for the purpose of making basic decisions about whether
or not the program is effective and to answer the question of whether Or not the programshould be continued, expanded, or terminated.

Although product evaluations are uSefill, they provide little help in understanding_ theinternal dynamics of program operations. Process evaluations; on the other hand, require adetailed description of these operations. A process focus in an evaluation places emphasison looking at how an outcome is produced rather than looking at the outcome itself. Fromthis perspective; we recognize that a proceSS evaluation follows an inductive approzch.

A process focus requires that we pay close attention to both quantitative and qual=itative changes in programs throughout their devalopment and implementation. Processevaluations are particularly important for revealing areas in which programs can beimproved. In fact, the major reason for conducting process or formative evaluations isprogram improvement.

In addition to looking at planned prosram activities and anticipated program outcomes,a formative evaluation takes into account informal patterns and unanticipated consequences
throughout the program development and implementation cycle.

Process evaluations of vocational-education orograms for special populations-should berelated to Drosram outcomes.

Process evaluations are designed and implemented to monitor program progress and tostimulate changes that would ensure eventual program success. Because vocational educa-tion programs, especially those for special populations, often apply creative or emerginginstructional techniques, student outcomes cannot always be accurately predicted. For thisreason, process evaluation, which provides periodic feedback to stakeholders about programpractices, is more useful. Process evaluations suggest areas in which programs may alreadybe meeting their goals as well as those in which improvement or a procedural change isnecessary.

Process evaluation is iterative in nature. Assessments of program success are madethroughout the program to_provide supplementary information about the results of previouschanges. The periodic information to students, teachers, and others is often a source ofencouragement and the continuing flow of information about the program to administratorshelps direct or redirect the allocation of resources to provide better support to theprogram.

15
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PROCESS AND PRODUCT EVALUATIONS

Potential benefits stemming from this recommendation include the following:

o Understanding of program dynamics

o Adjustments to program on ongoing basis

o Improved programs and services for special populations

An understanding of program dynamics by all parties involved in a vocational education
program for special populations is essential to program improvement. The process evalua-
tion that provides data about the ongoing program operation facilitates course adjustments
that improve overall services. For example, the need to provide additional supportservices (e.g., tutors, notetakers) may be identified when students first encounter dIffi=
culties in mainstreamed classes. Unlike summative evaluations that require a longer
program improvement cycle, process evaluations appear to be far more responsive, less
threatening, and easier to use. This guideline, along with the others recommended, involve
the stakeholders in critical aspects of the program.
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7. MULTIPLE METHODS

The nature of the problems to be addressed by the evaluation should be the keydeterminant for the data collection methods to be used. Evaluations are far too fre=quently carried out by first determining the methods to be used and then determining whatcan be assessed. In other words, the evaluation design dictates the questions that can beanswered by the evaluation. More appropriately, the evaluation design should stem from theproblems and goals of the program, and its methods should be congruent with the evaluationobjectives.

Both qualitative and quantitative evaluation methods are useful in assessing voca=tional programs. Qualitative forms of inquiry hold promise for providing a complete andrealistic picture of secondary vocational education programs for special populations.Qualitative methods are oriented more to process evaluation than quantitative methods andare generally used to understand programs in their entirety. They look at various parts ofthe program in relation to each other and do not impose any preexisting expectations.Qualitative data are collected in ways that do not intrude in the ongoing activities of theprogram. The uSe of qualitative methods of inquiry results in detailed descriptions ofsituations, events, and people and offers insightful suggestions about their impact onprogram effectiveness.

Quantitative methods, too; have a place in the evaluation of vocational educationprograms and offer advantages when used in some situations. These methods are thetraditional ones uted to evaluate secondary vocational education programs, resulting innumerical data that can be summarized or otherwise manipulated. However, any one atpectof the program will be Studied in less depth when only quantitative methods are used. Thedata generated in quantitative studies are said to be convergent; because whatever is beingmeasured is reduced, placed in a category, and aSSigned a number. What that numbermeanshow it can be interpreted--may be shalloW without accompanying qualitative data.A combination of methodologies using both quantitative and qualitative strategies willusually provide a fuller view of all program aspects.

In addition to uSing a variety of data collection methods, an evaluation can beenhanced by obtaining information from multiple Sources. Program records and otherdocumentation, interviews with key people, observations, and questionnaires arerepresentative sources of data. By using a variety of data sources, one can capitalize onthe strengths of each type of data collection while minimizing the weaknesses inherent inany one of the approaches.

The evaluation -methodologies should be selected 4o-be-congruent with the evaluation. ctiv A .1- Ile titative and ualitative ie ma b- . tThe evaluation should-recognize that different methods are-a-oarooriate fordifferent situations.

Use of multiple methods contributes to the methodological rigor of the evaluationand the likelihood that key aspects of the program will be addressed. The selection ofappropriate information sources and methods should initially be driven by program goals andevaluation objectives. The selection is also governed somewhat by practical concerns. For
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MULTIPLE METHODS

example, data a:ready available, resources available for conducting the evaluation, and the
feasibility of employing certain procedures may_suggest particular strategies. In addi-
tion, the ease of analysis, availability of analytic tools, and the reporting requirements
and timeframe may limit the data collection methods and information sources that are viable
components in the evaluation design.

Potential benefits of using multiple methods include the folloWing:

o A ppropriateness of information for type of evaluation question to be answered

o Credibility of evaluation findings

o Increased acceptance of findings by program constituents

Greater methodological rigor

Persons involved in programs for special populations==whether they are students,
parents, employers, or educational professionals--will judge the credibility of an
evaluation on the basis of the appropriateness of the information provided. For example,
parents of special needs students who are experiencing great difficulties in a vocationa
education program will not find credible evaluation results that laud the program as
excellent without recognizing obvious shortcomings. To the extent that the appropriateness
of information is a function of methods used, the acceptance of findings will be dependenton methods and the rigor with which they are applied. Because much of the data will be
collected from those involved in the programs, they will be generally aware of the validityof the findings.
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8. EVALUATION UTILIZATION

A frequently voiced criticism of evaluation is that evaluation findings are seldomused. The use of evaluation results by various audiences depends upon several factors.
These include the evaluator's role in the dissemination of evaluation results, the
resistance to change, the availability of evaluation information, the timeliness of theevaluation results, and the nature of the evaluation findings themselves.

Evaluators need to ensure that all of the appropriate audiences receive the results ofevaluation efforts. More important, audiences should be differentiated because they havevarying kinds of interests in the evaluation. Reports, whether they be written, oral,
formal or informal, should communicate the evaluation results in a manner that can best beunderstood by their intended audiences.

Evaluators often perceive their role in the evaluation process as finished when theyhave produced a single report and turned it over to the sponsor or administrator. Yet, itis the evaluator who through work with program constituents may have the greatestcredibility in presenting or describing the evaluation to various audiences. Without aninformed and knowledgeable spokesperson, the evaluation may simply die on the programadministrator's desk.

Evaluation findings are not utilized in many instances because of the organization'sresistance to change. This resistance is evident when the reviewers of reports simplyreceive the findings in a one-way transmission. However, stakeholder involvement in theevaluation process that stimulates interest in its results and builds commitment to programimprovement predisposes program constituents to change.

Timeliness of evaluation information is especially important to serve a decision-making purpose. If the evaluation does not produce credible information at appropriatepoints in time, decisions are delayed or made without this input as a guide. Again, theutility of evaluation findings is reduced.

Frequently, evaluation results are viewed with the sole purpose of directing decisionmaking. This narrow view limits the potential utility of evaluation findings for otherpurposes--to create support for the program, to increase people's awareness about theprogram's benefits, and to help shape policy.

Finally, the nature of the evaluation findings influences their potential usefulness.Evaluation findings that help promote understanding by providing information that may beused to interpret activities, problems, or outcomes in light of audiences' beliefs,knowledge, or values have the highest utility potential.

Pr-0MM evaluations should be condue ted-and reported to ensure that-the-diverseinformational needs of specified audicncel-are-njet.

Evaluations of secondary vocational education programs need to become something otherthan compliance efforts. They need to focus on program improvements that can be broughtibout by credible and valid information. Because of the various program stakeholder
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EVALUATION UTILIZATION

groups, it is important to consider the various audiences throughout the evaluation and, atthe same time, to consider alternative purposes for conducting the evaluations.

Evaluation reports can be used to demonstrate program accountability, to promote
understanding, and so on. These purposes can all be served if the evaluation is designed
with the future utility of its results in mind.

Potential benefits of increasing evaluation utility for specified audiences include
the following:

o Improved programs for special populations

o Stronger advocacy arguments

o Improved evaluation research database

o Increased understanding of the program

o Support for special populations needs

o Replicability information for future evaluations

o Acceptability of evaluation findings

The administrator who wants to justify smaller classes or more appropriate equipment
for special populations needs crtdible data to support arguments before the school board.The special populations parent advocacy group also needs this data for presentation to thestate legislature or local school board. In the longer run, the research community needs
to improve its database about special populafions programs. All of this will eventuallyincrease understanding of the program and generate support.
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CONTINUOUS EVALUATION

Development of knowledge needed to formulate better secondary vocational educationprograms for special populations is a long-term process. As evaluation becomes a moreregular and systematic part of vocational education endeavors, its findings expand theknowledge base. Because program improvement is contingent on this knowledge, regularcontributions to the knowledge base are required. Unfortunately, program evaluations thatare conducted sporadically--annually or less often--contribute little.

Program improvement is most likely to occur through the systematic identification ofspecific problem areas and the creative resolution of the identified problems. Evaluationis an effective problem-solving approach. Clarifying a problem, collecting information,synthesizing information, acting on information, and providing feedback are its essentialsteps.

The problem_ delineation component of evaluation emphasizes the importance of problemidentification as the first step in evaluation of secondary vocational education programsfor special populations. The evaluation is then focused, data are collected, and mean-_ingful information is generated and interpreted. Corrective actions may be specified forthe identified problems; the actions may also lead to the identification of new problems,making the evaluation a continuous, cyclical process.

The concept of evaluation as set forth herein is that of a dynamic and evolvingprocess, one that permeates each aspect of program planning, development, impelementation,and resulting outcomes. When evaluation is a part of the planning process and is incor=porated in the implementation of those plans, it can provide information about how theprogram is doing and can indicate corrective actions to overcome program deficiencies.

Evaluation -s-hould-he a continuous Process that-Wails-problem identification andproblem resolution-phases.

Continuous evaluation of vocational education ensures regular contributions to ourunderstanding of its goals and benefits. This knowledge provides general direction for thefield and ensures its contemporary focus.

ContinuouS evaluation encourages ongoing examination of important problems andsolutions to overcome them. It also stimulates the generation of alternative strategieswhen the current Solution is not producing the deSired reSult Continuous evaluation alsopermits the examination of emerging issues suggeSted by Societal changes or the evaluationfindings themselves.

Another advantage of ongoing evaluation is the continuous flow of information toprogram stakeholders. This information stimulates program change and improvement: thepurpose of continuouS evaluation.
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CONTINUOUS EVALUATION

The recommendation set forth in this section has several potential benefits
including the following:

Greater likelihood of incremental program improvements

Immediate and continuous planning and improvement

Greater knowledge about effective processes and practices

Under the recommendation for process evaluation, the cate Was Made for shorter programimprovement cycleS; that iS, making corrections during the course of the program. Not allproblems can be dealt With on the short runt but_require longer term Solutions. Therefore;it is essential that evaluation be continuous so that the larger probleMS may be dealt
with incrementally, alSo. For example, it has been found that teacher§ hold the least
favorable attitudet toWard teaching educable retarded students. DeeP=§eated attitudes
about the categOry Of handicaps require incremental measures, the reSultS of which need tobe assessed repeatedly. The attitudes of program personnel are essential to program
success. The continuout evaluation process leads to more knowledge about the effectivenessof processes and practicet. The pre assessment process used in developing individualized
education_plans (IEP) is a case in point. The assessment of results of MPS can be thebasis for curriculum modification; in other words, the IEP can be a vehicle for programevaluation as well as an individual planning tooL
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10. MANAGING THE EVALUATION

Managing an evaluation entails orchestrating the conduct of all evaluation functions--problem delineation, focusing, designing; data collection, data analysis; interpretation,and reporting. Management of evaluation begins before the study ;s initiated and runsthrough the entire evaluation.

One of the major impediments to producing evaluations of high quality for programimprovement has been the locus of leadership for managing the evaluation activities.Evaluations of secondary vocational education programs for special populations are mostfrequently conducted under state-level leadership. Although state agencies play animportant role in providing accountability data to the federal government, they sometimesare unable to respond to the local context.

Sometimes, the responsibilities of local and state education agencies are not clearlydifferentiated, which further compounds the problem. The capabilities and incentives forproducing reliable, credible information are reduced when roles are not clear.
At other times, the evaluation procedures outlined by state agencies do not addresslocal concerns and may not take full advantage of local information sources. Because thecomposition of the special populations served varies so greatly from district to district,generalized evaluations are of little use to all concerned.

The responsibility for -evaluation and improvement of-secondarv vocational educationprograms for special populations-a-hould be placed under 1m-1-management.

Evaluation can be a costly u.-;dertaking. If the management of the evaluation remainsat the local level, costs can be reduced by eliminating the delays and additional coordi-nation requirements that are associated with several levels of bureaucracy.
Local management ensures the delineation of problems in way§ that consider the programhistory and context; Broad-based local planning of the study will involve various programStakeholders and will identify key sources of information all of which will improve thepotential for acceptance of the evaluation findings.

In addition to ensuring sensitivity to community and program information needs, localmanagement of the evaluation should be aware of the schedule by which those needs should bemet and the data collection methods that would be deemed credible. The timeliness andvalidity that accrue to the findings of locally managed evaluations raise the potential fortheir eventual use:
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MANAGING THE EVALUATION

Potential benefits of this recommendation include the following:

o Increased sense of ownership in the evaluation

o Cost-effectiveness

o More responsive evaluations

o Incremental approach to program improvement

State administrators prefer to administer evaluations from the state level, but
complain of insufficient funds to do so. An external evaluation can be very threatening
especially if it is administered by a higher level agency that may also control funds.
When administered at the local level with the input from stakeholders, there is a sense of
ownership that increases credibility which increases the chance of utilization. Because
time and distance are less factors, and because some costs can be absorbed locally, the
locally administered evaluation is less costly. For most local personnel, the results will
be more responsive to their needs. Further, improvements are more likely to be implemented
incrementally simply because the evaluation is more likely to be a continuous process. Forexample, the personnel in a handicapped program are far more apt to cooperate in a
continuous process of evaluation if it is locally administered and it has the input,
attention, and cooperation of the parents of the handicapped students in the program. Thelocal personnel would be more cooperative in providing data and more responsive to theresults, all at a savings in cost.
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APPENDIX A

CHAR ACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE SECONDARY VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

A major goal of this study was to identify the characteristics of effective secondaryvocational education programs for special populations (handicapped, disadvantaged, limitedEnglish proficient, single parent, and individuals enrolled in programs to eliminate sexbias and sex stereotyping). Data for the study came from a review of the literature,on-site visits to local schools, and a mail questionnaire to state coordinators ofsecondary vocational education programs for special populations. Based on the analysis ofthe data, the following were identified as characteristics of effective programs.

o Community Setting

School personnel should encourage parental involvement in the program.

- School personnel should actively and systematically provide parents withinformation concerning programs and services available to the parents and thestudents;

- Public awareness programs should be included in school activities.

- School personnel should be involved in educating employers in order to dispel
common misconceptions about employing special populations workers.

- School personnel should routinely be involved in developing contacts withemployers.

- Employers and othei Community members hold positions on school advisorycommittees.

Classroom Setting and Facilities

- The number of students in classes with special population8 Students should rangefrom 11-15 students.

Positive social interactions between special populations students and non specialpopulations students should be encouraged.
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- All students should have easy access to and movement through the classroom.

- Assessment of equipment needs should be made on an individual basis.

- Special equipment that cannot be purchased should be custom built on thepremises.

- A school staff member should be assigned the responsibility of obtaining andproviding information to special populations students on the types of special
equipment available.

- School personnel should put forth an extra effort to accommodate the
architectural and equipment needs of the students.

o Personnel Charaoter4sties

- Staff should be willing to experiment and should be innovative in the search forthe most effective method for teaching each special populations student.

- Teachers should be positive role models and should attempt to alleviate socialrejection by the student's classmates.

- School personnel should be non biased toward special populations students.

- School personnel should enjoy working with special populations students andshould be willing and able to work with students on an individual basis.

- School personnel should show patience when working with students.

- Teachers should have confidence in their abilities to work with special
populations students.

- Administrators should have positive attitudes toward accommodating special needspopulations students and are supportive of teachers.

- School personnel should have expertise in their subject field and additionaltraining to work with special populations students.

Financial

- Multiple sources of funds are coordinated to maximize their effective andefficient use.

- Funds should be available to maintain up-to-date equipment and materials.

o Pre-Assessment

Identification of learning styles, physical and/or behavior problems, andvocational interests and abilities should begin as early in the student's
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educational program as possible, particularly before the student enters highschool or a vocational program.

- Pre assessment should be included as a part of career education or careerexploration programs.

- Vocational evaluators should conduct the diagnosis and should prepare therecommendations for all interested parties.

- A variety of assessment tools and methods should be used during the preassessment.
process including background data (student's family background, medical infor-mation, and educational performance); personal interview (obtain information onthe students interests, attitudes, and behaviors); formalized testing (documenteddata on students basic skills and vocational aptitudes and abilities); hands-onassessment (student experiences the type of work involved in the vocationalprogram); and exit interview (information is distributed to all interestedparties).

Eslucation-Plm

- All persons responsible for handicapped student should be involved in thedevelopment of the individualized education plans (e.g., parents, vocationalcounselors, special education teachers, vocational teachers).

- The staff of the vocational education department should be included in thepreparation of the vocational component of the individualized education plan,particularly the instructors who will be working with the handicapped student.

- Coordination should occur between special education and the vocational educationinstructors in implementing the objectives stated in the individualized educationplan and in evaluating the extent to which the goals are achieved.

o Moclifyinst Curriculum

- Modifications should be made based on the students' individual needs identifiedthrough the vocational assessment process and the individualized educationplans.

- Professionals such as vocational instructors, special education teachers, specialpopulations coordinators, and administrators should Work together to modify thecurriculum.

- Modifications should include changing the instructional content, theinstructional practices, and the instructional materials to coordinate withstudents needs.

- Instructional content should be adjusted to focus on subject areas that includeself-esteem, basic skills, work attitudes and behaviors, job Seeking skills,independent living skills, and prévocational and vocational skills.
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o

- Teachers should use a variety of alternative meth -gis and strategies for
instruction based on the levels and learning styles of students (e.g., indi-
vidualized instruction, competency-based instructi.)n, job simulation, on-the-job
training, computer-aided instruction, audiovisual aids, and group instruction).

- Instructional materials should be developed by special education, vocational
personnel, and other school personnel to address individual needs.

- Materials used for special populations should include hands-on activities for
students.

Support Services

Support services should be provided for special populations students and
vocational instructors.

A full-time coordinator should be assigned to ensure that the appropriate
services are identified and monitored.

A combination of educational agencies and community;based organizations
should be involved in providing services to special populations (i.e., health,
social service, welfare, rehabilitation agencies, and vocational education,
special education, and regular education organizations).

An effective and supportive administration should ensure the implementation of
services for the vocational instructor and for the special population student.

Inservice activities should be provided that address appropriate topics and
involve qualified special populations professionals on a consultative basis.

Vocational instructors should have teacher aides or volunteers available for
assistance with instruction in or out of the classroom.

Vocational support staff should be available to assitt vocational instructors
with any problems.

=, Teachers, students, administrators, parents, and others who are involved in the
program should also be involved in the evaluation of the program.

- A variety of input, process, and outcome variables should be considered duringthe evaluation.

- Evaluation reports should be used for program planning, improvement,
accountability, and legal compliance.
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o Student Evaluation

- Student evaluation should involve monitoring the students' skill development and
personal growth in attitudes and behaviors.

- Information obtained through the evaluation process should be used to inform
students, parents, and administration of student progress and what is necessaryto improve performance.

- Traditional techniques of student evaluation (e.g., written tests) should bealtered (e.g., teachers or aides read test, or test items written at lower
reading levels) to assess special populations students accurately and accordingto their unique characteristics.

- Techniques most often used for evaluating special populations students shouldinclude formal testing (paper-and=pencil tests), performance testing, worksimulation, and observations.

Student Characteristicq

Although not a part of the search for characteristics of effective programs, analysisof the data revealed the following general characteristics of special populations studentsin secondary vocational education programs:

Immature behavior

Short attention span

- Easily frustrated and bored

- Negative self-image and lack of self=confidence

Lack of communication skills

Performance below grade level

Poor health characteristics

- Family income generally at or below poverty level

Providing effective vocational education programs for special populations involves anetwork of interrelated people, processes, and structures. The characteristics of effec=-tiveness identified in this study function independently, yet contribute as a whole inproviding quality vocational education programs for special population. The characteris-tics, however, vary across schools and programs and are likely to vary over time.
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